OCEAN FREIGHT

AIR FREIGHT

C U S TO M I Z E D LO G I S T I C S

United Cargo Management supports our
customers by creating unique and
customized logistics solutions that help our
customers gain a competitive advantage.

We offer a full suite of origin to destination
solutions for Air, Expedite and Project/
Charter type cargoes. Many of the
solutions we create combine different
services and providers that we manage
to meet your required delivery dates.
Our scope and range of services cover
shipments to and from North America
as well as many shipments that move
intra-Asia, Asia to North and South
America, Middle East, Africa and Europe.

UCM has a history of challenging
logistics opportunities most NVOCC’s
and shipping lines simply say can’t be
done – and we creatively determine best
in class logistical strategies. Examples
of this is found in our Mining, Chinook
Helicopter and Land Rover logistics
solutions. Anyone can do the easy,
few rise to the impossible – UCM can!

We have enjoyed our customers long term
support by leveraging our partnerships with
the carriers using proprietary negotiated
contracts to ensure the most competitive
rates possible are passed on to our
customers. Our tenured relationship with
The MarcoPoloLine Group adds strength
globally to create velocity, consistency and
market leading pricing.
Our experience, knowledge and
aggressiveness help us to consistently offer
solutions to each opportunity our
customers are looking to develop and to
help them improve their profitability.

OCEAN FREIGHT
AIR FREIGHT
WA R E H O US I N G
BREAK BULK
MINING
CROSS-BORDER
DOMESTIC LOGISTICS

United Cargo Management is an
independent NVOCC that has
withstood many years of change in
the international logistics industry.
We built our company around our
customers because we understand
how important it is to be on time and
within budget. Our affiliation with
the MarcoPoloLine Group enables our
worldwide offices to provide the very
best solutions and rates available.
Our Import and Export teams stand
ready to meet with you, listen to your
needs and provide customized best in
class solutions.

COMPLEX WORLD - DELIVERED SOLUTIONS

WELCOME
United Cargo Management, incorporated,
was established in 1987.
Today, UCM has multiple offices
spanning from the United States,
Canada, Europe and China providing a
wide range of comprehensive services to
and from Asia, South America, Europe,
and the rest of the world.
At UCM, we take the time to understand
your business so we can offer solutions
custom-tailored to your needs.
At UCM, we are constantly investing in
our tracking and tracing technology
system so we can provide the best
possible customer service experience.
At UCM, we are here for you.
UCM, we are the people you can rely on.

UC M C HAR LESTON
550 KING STREET
SUITE 200
CHARLESTON, SC 29403
TEL: (843) 856-1833
FAX: (843) 856-1823
CHS @ UCMCARGO.COM
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